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a b s t r a c t

Background: The links between bipolar disorder (BD) and creativity have historically attracted academic
and public interest. Previous research highlights common characteristics of people considered to be
highly creative, and those diagnosed with BD, including extraversion, impulsivity, divergent thinking and
high motivation (Ma, 2009).
Method: In the first phenomenological study focussing on the links between creativity and extreme
mood, an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) approach was used to collect and analyse in-
depth interview data from seven people diagnosed with BD in the UK.
Results: Four key themes were constructed to reflect and convey the collective accounts: 1. High mood
leads to an expanding mind; 2. Full steam ahead; 3. A reciprocal relationship between mood and
creativity 4. Reframing bipolar experiences through creative activity.
Limitations: Participants were a small sample of people who were identified as having BD on the basis of
a clinical diagnosis and Mood Disorders screening Questionnaire (MDQ), and who defined themselves as
creative without further corroboration.
Conclusions: Among this sample, creativity was recognised as a valued aspect of BD. Clinical services may
usefully draw on creative resources to aid assessment and formulation, and even utilise the effects of
creativity on the management of mood. Research demonstrates a high prevalence of non-adherence to
medication among persons with BD and this ambivalence might be better understood when the links
between extreme mood and creativity are considered.

& 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Background

While there is no universal definition, most conceptions of
creativity emphasise novelty and originality in both the process of
creation and in a quest towards a final outcome. Mednick (1962)
argued that creative thought depends on ability to make novel
links, termed by Eysenck (1993) ‘willingness to consider atypical
associations’, and can be measured using tests of divergent thinking
such as the Unusual Uses Test (Guilford, 1967). Researchers have
subdivided conceptions of creative thought according to types of
processing, broadly; analytical, logical problem-solving, or insight
(Noy, 1978). Insight is considered a less conscious process via which
a solution is reached in an ‘aha’ moment. Most of the tests used to

assess creative thoughts are designed to capture an individual's
ability to generate either solutions or associations (Torrance, 1963).

Creativity is challenging to measure. Measures of creative thinking
correlate only modestly with alternative measures, such as creative
eminence or peer ratings (Johnson et al., 2012). Although creative
accomplishment is arguably the most valid approach to measuring
creativity, recognition of achievement depends on factors beyond
creative thought, such as motivation, self-belief, and culture. Such
considerations have led to research examining social and personality
characteristics which determine creative output and success.

In this research participants were required to self-identify as
creative in an artistic form and be engaged in associated activity in
which they were productive.

2. Mood and creativity

Creativity is one of a number of positive aspects of BD that have
been identified by people with this diagnosis (Jamison 1980;
Lobban et al. 2012; Michalak et al., 2005). A common method of
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☆“Creativity is more than just being different. Anybody can plan weird; that's
easy. What's hard is to be as simple as Bach. Making the simple, awesomely simple,
that's creativity” – Charles Mingus.
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investigating links between mood and creativity has been to study
artistically eminent people, through empirically designed studies
or by reviewing biographical evidence (Andreason, 1987). Metho-
dological flaws, such as the use of retrospective diagnoses and
biased sampling, may contribute to an overestimation of the
incidence of BD among creative populations. However, several
well-designed studies and meta-analyses demonstrate robust and
replicated evidence that mood disorders are significantly elevated
among people who achieve creative success (Johnson et al., 2012;
Ludwig, 1992).

Ludwig (1992) investigated mood disorders in creative occupations
via writers' rates of depression and mania, and found substantially
elevated rates compared to controls. Tremblay et al. (2010) report
findings in an epidemiological study which found an increased
incidence of mood disorders among individuals with creative hobbies.
Evidence for increased prevalence of non-eminent creativity among
individuals who experience extreme moods is also reported (e.g.
Santosa et al., 2007). There is evidence that hypomania is linked to
creativity, and that mania likely hinders it (Johnson et al., 2012). This
review of the links between BD and creativity suggests that highmood
are useful for creativity up to a point, after which cognitive and
affective changes interfere with creative thought and application. The
evidence indicates numerous cognitive mechanisms that appear to
underlie both creativity and extremes of mood, discussed further
below. It would be useful to explore these links from the perspective of
those who experience them.

An alternative approach to studying the co-occurrence of BD and
creativity involves examining affective, cognitive and behavioural
markers of BD that are also implicated in creative thought and
productivity. A number of traits are associated with creative thinking,
such as high levels of openness, positive affect, risk-taking, and high
drive (McCrae, 1987). Many of these traits have also been found to be
associated with BD and risk for developing BD, suggesting that BD and
creativity may share some underlying cognitions. A defining feature of
mania is positive affect, the effect of which has been studied in
relation to creativity. Positive affect increases the breadth of atten-
tional scope (Rowe et al., 2007) and improves creativity scores.
Fredrickson's Broaden and Build theory of positive emotion (Garland
et al., 2010) suggests a significant beneficial effect of positive affect on
scope of thought, speed of connection, and subsequent thought–
action repertoires. Isen et al. (1985) found positive affect increases
unusual word associations and facilitates problem solving, in line with
studies demonstrating increased word fluency among individuals
experiencing mania. Problem-solving is a key facet of creativity. A
meta-analysis of the relationship between mood and creativity
demonstrates that positive affect enhances creativity (Davis, 2009).

Furthermore, evidence indicates that drive and approach motiva-
tion are increased in BD, including elevated confidence and goal
dysregulation, (Alloy and Abramson, 2010) and elevated ambitions and

optimism (Spielberger et al., 1963). Increased levels of confidence
found in BD are particularly heightened when people with BD
experience positive affect (Gruber, 2011). A related feature of BD is
increased impulsivity, which appears to increase during mood epi-
sodes but has also been shown to be a trait characteristic in people
who experience mania (Gruber, 2011). Investigators report that goal
attainment and life events predict mania, and extreme goal setting in
laboratory tests or questionnaires predicts lifetime vulnerability to
mania (Alloy and Abramson, 2010). Because engaging in creative
pursuits entails goal-seeking behaviour and reward which may
activate positive affect, the relationship between creative activities
and mood in BD is likely to be important to self-management.

Personality factors associated with BD include Openness to
Experience and Extraversion. It is well documented that increases
in set-shifting, (cognitive flexibility or changes in scenery and
approach), can facilitate creative thinking (Gilhooly et al., 2013). It
may be that switches of extreme mood might provide the change
that fosters creativity, but this remains relatively unexplored.

The aim of this study was to explore the phenomenology of
extreme mood and creative activity, including the ways in which
people with BD appraise their experiences of mood and creativity.
Research demonstrates that creativity and the arts can regulate mood
(Lenton and Martin, 1991), supporting the idea that creative activities
might assist individuals with BD to recognise, monitor and modify
mood. This could inform the development of clinical interventions to
accommodate the fear that people with BD express of losing aspects of
their creativity by engaging in treatment (Sajatovic et al., 2011).
Acknowledging such fears may help reduce the high rates of treatment
refusal in BD (Murru, 2012). Whilst one previous study explored
creativity and BD (Jamison, 1980), the method was to invite diagnosed
participants to indicate the presence or absence of positive features of
bipolar moods, including creativity. These features were generated by
the author, and the study did not explore these experiences further or
from participants' perspectives. In 2012, the current authors invited
people diagnosed with BD to discuss the positives of BD in a
qualitative study. Creativity was one of several areas explored, but
this was not the focus of the research. Seal & Mansell (2008) report a
qualitative investigation of some of the positive aspects of high mood,
but in a non-treatment sample which would not meet diagnostic
criteria for BD, only hypomanic episodes.

3. Method

3.1. Participants

Demographic and clinical data are presented in Table 1.
Participants were sampled from a voluntary panel established

by the Spectrum Centre for Mental Health Research at Lancaster

Table 1
Demographic and clinical data.

Participant Gender Age Reported
Diagnosis

Years since
diagnosis

Years since
self-reported onset

MDQ Scoren Severity
(self-reported on MDQ)

Employed? Medication?

A: Frank Male 41 Bipolar I 5 20 14 Serious No Yes
B: Turner Male 39 Bipolar I 12 20þ 12 Moderate No Yes
C: Sherlock Female 45 Bipolar I 13 20þ 13 Serious Full time Yes
D: Uma Female 38 Bipolar I 20 20 12 Moderate Part time Yes
E: Nadia Female 27 Bipolar I 4 7 12 Moderate Part time No
F: Stella Female 32 Bipolar I 6 10 13 Serious Full Time No
G: Alan Male 34 Bipolar I 14 18 10 Serious No Yes

1. “Yes” to seven or more of the 13 items in question number 1; and
2. “Yes” to question number 2; and
3. “Moderate” or “Serious” to question number 3;

you have a positive screen. All three of the criteria above should be met.
n MDQ: If the participant answers.
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University, where individuals interested in participating in
research can register and be invited to participate.

Inclusion criteria were: (a) people who had received a clinical
diagnosis of BD (self-report), confirmed by the Mood Disorders
Questionnaire, a screening tool based on DSM-IV diagnostic
criteria for BD, designed to estimate the likelihood a person has
experienced bipolar moods; and (b) self-reported engagement in
productive creative activity. Participants were excluded if current
mood symptoms were present. To be included, participants were
required to have received a clinical diagnosis of BD. In addition to a
clinical diagnosis, mood symptoms were assessed by the first
author, a clinical psychologist, using clinical experience, formal
SCID (Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV) training, a clinical
screening tool, and self-report. Participants were included only
when it was clear they that had experienced definite moods
meeting the DSM definitions of BD, including the required dura-
tion of episodes.

A total of 15 individuals expressed interest over a 2 month
period, and seven were interviewed.

3.2. Ethics

Ethical approval was granted by the Faculty Ethics Committee
at Lancaster University.

Participants provided informed consent. Participants were
invited to discuss the aims of the research in any way they saw
important. Interviews were conducted by the first author.

3.3. Analysis

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith and
Eatough, 2007) was used to understand the data. IPA attempts to
understand how participants make sense of their experiences and
uses participants' descriptions to reveal essences of phenomena
that are general to the experiences of a group of people
(Polkinghorne, 1989). To make explicit any potential researcher
influence on the interpretation of data, we outline our expecta-
tions prior to the interviews, and incorporate extracts of inter-
views into the results section (Elliott et al., 1999). Full coding of the
data is available on request.

Each transcript was read and re-read, and the left hand margin
used to note any thoughts and impressions of the data, and to
comment on and summarise the participants' words. Perceived
connections, similarities or apparent preliminary themes were
recorded. In order to develop codes into which the data could be
meaningfully organised, preliminary notes were then incorporated
into further readings. Emerging preliminary themes were written
into the right hand column. Emerging themes were then consid-
ered in a separate document so that connections or differences
between the themes could be identified.

To increase transparency and rigour, initial codes were discussed
between authors. Further discussion led to theme refinement. This
allows the development of themes which are grounded in the data,
whilst reflecting the interpretations of the research team.

Two authors have explored the positive aspects of BD in
previous research (Lobban et al., 2012), a finding of which included
creativity. The interviewer thus expected to find positive descrip-
tions of the effects of BD on creativity, and was less attuned to
exploring how creative thought and activity impacted on mood.
Participants nonetheless explored both sides of the reciprocal
relationship but it is likely that the interviewer was initially more
focussed on and receptive to participants' ideas about how mood
influences creativity.

4. Results

Each participant expressed eagerness to discuss creativity and
mood, and several suggested that this was an important facet of
their experiences not typically discussed in clinical settings.

Each participant chose to discuss their creativity in relation to
high mood to a much larger extent than their depressive experi-
ences. Even when invited to discuss low mood, participants were
clear that they associated creativity and productivity with high
mood. This is reflected in the attention given to each in the
findings. Pseudonyms are used to protect participants' anonymity.

Theme 1. ‘High mood leads to an expanding mind’

All participants associated high mood with expansive thinking,
summarised as: “you start thinking bigger, and the mania, it
doesn't pop, it just fills that space” (Turner). Several participants
recognised an “ability to see things incredibly quickly and in a
different way to other people” (Sherlock), who described realising
that “the connections you make people are surprised at”. Turner
said extreme mood resulted in “mental processes going that bit
further up and down”, allowing novel connections to be made.
Similarly Frank said: “you allow yourself to flood or over-think”,
which he termed “expanding mind”.

Participants also compared themselves when in a high mood to
themselves when not experiencing clinical mood states. Alan said:
“you’re talking about an enhanced, alternate state of mind, from
what other people would say is normal”, a judgment repeated by
most participants who saw manic episodes in similar distinctive
ways. Participants noted that they started to “notice things I
wouldn't have done otherwise” (Sherlock) and cited numerous
examples of their subjective style of cognition during periods of
high mood which contributed to generating ideas, including a
sense of “hyperactive imagination” (Uma), “hyper observation”
(Sherlock), and a sense that “everything comes so easily… ideas
seem to be spontaneous, you visualise things better” (Sherlock).
Frank felt it was “like knotweed, and before you know it you've
created millions of branches”.

An ability to hold multiple streams of attention was a common
perception, with elevated mood linked to “an ability to see eight
things at once” (Sherlock) which contributed to becoming “scattershot
with ideas” (Sherlock). The consequences in terms of creativity were
an increased propensity to make novel connections, willingness to
experiment, and disregard convention. Participants repeated the idea
that “convention can hold you back” (Frank) as they considered what
it is about extreme moods that facilitates creative processes. Nadia
explained: “if you're happier, you're more open to other people and
open to new experiences and open to looking at things from a
different viewpoint”. Participants asserted their view that to be truly
creative, ideas must be original, and in order to achieve this, positive
affect was required to contribute towards being “ever so slightly out of
the zone that other people are” (Nadia). In line with other participants,
Sherlock said “it's no surprise that when my brain's in that higher
speed and I've gone up that gear, that I start to play more, explore
more” and used biological explanations to explain this, saying “every-
thing is firing off at once”. Sherlock stated that “a bipolar brain does
not like being bored… you're constantly on the hunt”, summing up
related observations from several participants that the manic and
darting nature of their cognitions encouraged a tendency to “do
various things and not just focus on one particular area”, which was
seen to provide “various sources of data” (Uma) which inspire creative
thought. Each of the participants expressed that they valued their
altered cognitions at times.

A common finding was that participants found “multi-tasking
almost no problem at all”. This generally led to a feeling of “you
feel like you can do it, so you keep doing it. You feel like you're
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omnipotent, and you get ideas, and you go and do them” (Sherlock).
This links to the next theme, Full Steam Ahead.

Conversely, most participants stated that when their mood was
low, they felt restricted cognitively. Excepting Stella, who writes
expressively to alleviate depressive symptoms, all participants
stated that it was difficult to think, motivate and feel inspired to
create when mood was low. However, several participants did
suggest that retrospective consideration of low mood could infuse
their creativity with authenticity, for example, Alan suggested that
feeling that hurt gives him “a channel for all the stuff that's
burning up inside”.

In sum, participants clearly linked their experiences of mood
and creativity throughout the descriptions contained within this
theme, demonstrating that the two are experienced as intricately
and obviously interlinked for these participants. The extremes of
mood were seen to offer alternate perspectives.

Theme 2. ‘Full steam ahead’

Participants reported that they felt that the activating and high-
energy feelings of manic mood interacted with more cognitive
features that occur as racing or expansive thoughts, which
together contributed toward further creative thinking and output.

All participants vividly described subjective experiences of the
drive toward creative expression during high moods, using words
including “urge” (Uma, Frank), “fireworks” (Alan), and “impulses”
(Sherlock). Participants depicted sensations of being “flooded”
(Frank) who also said he felt “enthused; focussed, tunnel-
visioned and determined”. Frank used the word “burst” to describe
“that rush of energy” (Alan) associated with enthused high mood,
which had the effect of reducing boundaries and resulting in an
array of ideas.

Participants explained that inspiration was typically coupled
with a sense of urgency, for example, “you want to do it yesterday,
now, now's not even fast enough” (Alan). Most participants spoke
about their manic energy as if it were external to themselves, for
example, “it builds itself into something” (Frank) and “you want to
tap into the creativity, you want to plug yourself in, you want to
flow, and because you've no fear it's like the stop gates have
opened and it's all just passing through” (Turner). Describing a
common experience of uncontrollable urges to expel energy and
ideas, Alan said “the thoughts just ran away with me”. Participants
explained that they felt “compelled” (Sherlock) or “driven”
(Turner, Alan) and that high mood can cause you to “drive yourself
beyond what would actually be sensible” (Sherlock). She added
that “It'll make people go and do something, and do something to
the nth degree”. It was striking the extent to which this belief was
endorsed across interviews; with two participants suggesting they
would be driven to suicide should they not have a way to
“channel” their excess energies and thus find a way to cope with
extremes of affect (Frank, Turner). Others described feeling over-
whelmed and using creative expression as a means of “getting it
out of your head, because you kind of desperately want to release
it” (Sherlock). Nadia stated: “I think if you have creativity, it needs
to be used, to come out, or you don't feel like yourself anymore.
I can understand why people that are maybe artists, steer away
from medications, because it dampens that all down”.

Whilst participants recalled positive impacts of mood that
frequently resulted in achievement, most participants also dis-
cussed problematic aspects of the same processes. Extreme mood
appeared to facilitate creativity up to a threshold, after which
mood becomes “unstoppable” (Frank) and hinders participants'
abilities to translate creative thinking into productivity. Each of the
participants alluded to the “boom bust boom bust” (Frank) nature
of their moods and subsequently their lives, which “stymied” them
from sustaining their efforts consistently (Turner) and in these

ways, mood was either a driver or a barrier, depending on the
extent to which it affected participants' abilities to apply them-
selves towards output. Frank clearly valued his mood variability
but conceded that “fluctuating extreme mood doesn’t really get
you very far in the end”, in accordance with Alan and Turner who
felt that mood had to be reined in from being too high in order to
be able to apply themselves effectively.

Participants observed that high mood resulted in a combina-
tion of increased breadth of thought, confidence and motivating
affect, which contributed towards risk-taking, impulsivity and
recklessness. For example: “When you're manic you're not fearful
of cocking it up” (Turner) and “you don't have any inhibitions”
(Alan). Sherlock described feeling “willing to try things I wouldn't
normally try”. This was seen to affect creativity and productivity
given “when you're reckless you're perhaps a bit more daring with
what you produce” (Stella). As Sherlock explored her perceptions
of the relationship between extreme moods and creativity, she
exclaimed:

“It gives you kind of that enthusiasm to get you started,
because you don't think of all the potential problems, you just
have a go at them. Maybe that's the difference! You don't think of
the potential of why you shouldn't, you only think of why you
should and take the opportunity”.

She added that the moods creates a “very cerebral, not
practical” approach to creative thinking and finds herself “running
with ideas and not thinking whether they are plausible or
possible” (Sherlock). Turner similarly explained “when the mania
comes you get a rush of inspiration, everything becomes a
possibility and you can do everything”.

Participants also cited their unstable moods and changes in
motivation as a cause of dynamic creativity. Frank felt that “if you
are generally more or less consistently creative, you lack the
burst”, in line with other participants who described manic bursts
of energy as leading to creativity. Most participants felt a misfit
with routine, and craved change and new experiences: “Cause
that's important really isn't it, change, in creativity. Being able to
see things differently, wanting something new, wanting to experi-
ence something novel, fresh, or different, to be more adventurous”
(Nadia).

Several participants also attended to factors other than mood.
Turner discussed the environment and distractions throughout his
interview, stressing that creativity is often incompatible with
everyday tasks and how critical it was for him to remain focussed
by minimising environmental distractions and daily living tasks.
Nadia also drew seemingly important distinctions between base,
everyday living tasks and more creative ones, which “draw on you,
your resources”, which she saw as inherently valuable due to the
requirement to use imagination and individuality.

Theme 3. ‘A reciprocal relationship between mood and creativity’

The notion of reward or sense of achievement derived from
creative activities was important to all participants, with Frank stating
that “I see it as something I really love, that gives me great sort of
MDMA type feelings”. Nadia said being creative “makes you feel like
you're you”, as “ultimately, those ideas are your own”. Turner
experienced similar feedback that interacted with his symptoms:
“The mania feeds into the creativity and if the creativity's successful
and of value and you feel like wow that's amazing, that'll feed back
into the mania”. Turner suggested that keeping objects he has created
contributes to him staying well in terms of reducing depressive
thinking, due to the worth he can attribute to himself as a result of
his creations.

Participants all referred to a complex and highly individual
relationship between creative and productive activities and symptoms
of BD, discussed almost exclusively with regard to mania. This
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relationship, according to participants, is distinctly two-sided, with
creativity acting to both fuel and soothe, with both aspects being true
for most participants at different times and in conjunction with
differing aspects of creative processes.

The majority of the participants appeared to split the effects of
creativity on mood into two: firstly, participants described how
symptoms of mania were fuelled by creativity, and secondly, the
described the eventual feedback from their creations as grounding,
validating and reassuring of their worth.

The majority of participants indicated that high mood can
contribute towards creative ideas in an upward spiral, essentially
acting to stimulate mania. Turner, like others, stated that manic
energy fuels thought but can get in the way of productivity: “You
can't actually work at breakneck speed”. He appears to see
creativity as having the potential to threaten being ‘grounded’,
similar to Alan who thought that creativity can “set them off, if
you're successful, that fuels that mania”. Frank discussed feeling
“unable to reign the creativity in”, illustrating its activating
potential. Turner recalled that “overstimulation just pushed me
over the edge”. Here creativity seems to be identified as cause of
mood symptoms, also acknowledged by others. However, in
contrast, this participant also placed importance in having his
creations around as a means to protect against depressive
symptoms.

In other contrasting accounts, two participants differed as they
stated that their creative activities offered a means of taming wild
thoughts “down one track” (Stella) and thus managing mood from
“spiralling out of control” (Frank). Frank surmised that his crea-
tivity provided an important channel for affect that “needs to be
released”, preventing his high mood from being “very destructive”.
In these ways it seems that creativity is utilised to partly control
the intensity and outcomes of mood episodes. It would seem that
creativity can offer different properties at different times, depend-
ing on mood and individual, demonstrating the complex and
shifting properties of various aspects of creative processes, and
personal responses to each.

As well as feeling rewarded, all participants discussed feeling
compelled to engage in creative activity as a way to manage mood,
although Stella was the only participant who immediately introduced
the role of her art-form in keeping her stable. She stated that her
photography had “been massively entrenched in keeping me stable”
and added that it offered “something to concentrate on, a way of
leading the concentration down one path”. This echoed participants
who indicated that during extreme moods, thoughts can feel
unwieldy, and creative processes offer a way of managing these.
Uma found that creativity often resulted in feelings of escape and
distraction from distressing or overwhelming mental states. Further-
more, Nadia felt that there is nothing negative in art-making, and said
“ultimately it doesn't challenge you in terms of telling you that you're
wrong”.

The positive effects of creativity on mood are also experienced
interpersonally: feedback and recognition from others which is
experienced as reward. Sherlock explained that whilst positive mood
has a motivating effect on her ability to create because “you think all
your ideas are fab”, she also stated that feedback from others “pushes
you to another stage of creativity that magnifies the whole thing”. She
observed that during periods of high mood, negative feedback from
others is easily ignored because the confidence induced by high mood
allows her to disregard their feedback and continue in her efforts.

Stella, Turner, Frank and Uma each consider the balance to be
struck between creative activity acting to overload the senses and it
being “a great way to sort of keep that in measure” (Stella). Several
participants felt that satisfaction and feedback from their artwork can
over-stimulate their sense and lead to mood symptoms, with Alan
concluding that “the trick is not to get over-excited, it's to remain
grounded without getting pessimistic”.

Several participants emphasised the value in accessing and
addressing emotions “sideways” on. This was explained as allow-
ing the participants to consider something indirectly though art, as
it can be symbolic or representative, which is also beyond the self
in a way that conversation is not. Uma said using creative
expression is a way of “doing it without having to actually face
the issue full on” which allows “expressing feelings, but they're
not feelings necessarily attached to you, they're attached to what
you see”. According to these participants, detached methods of
accessing emotions can increase their tolerance to exploring them.

Uma and Stella both used the word cathartic to describe the
effects of creative expression: “I just found it really cathartic. It was
almost like they're out there now, they're not hidden away”
(Stella).

Theme 4. ‘Reframing bipolar experiences through creative
activity’

This theme concerns issues of self-perception that were seen to be
affected through engagement in creative activities.

Firstly, participants saw their creative efforts as a way to
validate the self, for example: “if I can do this well, then it means
I am not useless” (Alan). Sherlock decided creative output “can
give you a sense of pride” and added “it made me feel like not
completely useless … I'm good at something”. Such sentiments
were common and summarised by Alan: “creativity is all about
expression; it's all about us feeling we want to, we want to validate
who we are”. Uma invoked the power of creativity to re-author a
narrative “or to draw upon negative experiences but to create
something that makes those experiences valuable”. Similarly,
Stella said “why not make something creative out of it, and make
something positive instead of burying it like this terrible secret”,
and found that story-telling offered new perspective on the
meaning of her difficulties.

In these ways, creative opportunities were seen to have the
potential to reframe negative experiences in a positive way, using an
“infusion between whatever it is you're viewing and the way you
perceive yourself, you're kind of fusing together ideas all the time and
again creating new, redefining in that sense” (Sherlock).

Several participants acknowledged cultural links between
mental illness and artistic creativity, and identifying with them
was helpful. Frank recalled identifying with a character's extreme
moods in Educating Rita, which made him feel less isolated and
misunderstood. This connection with others appeared to have
important benefits for well-being. Communication with others
and imparting a message had two-fold benefits; firstly, release for
the participant, and secondly a hope that the message will
positively influence others: “I feel if I can find it positive, other
people in dark places can also find it positive” (Nadia). The aim to
connect with others seemed to drive several participants: “how do
I express myself and how's my voice different to anybody else's
voice, and how's that going to connect with others” (Alan).

5. Discussion

The participants' accounts indicate that the links between creativ-
ity and BD are recognised and important to those who experience
them. Participants' perceptions demonstrate a dynamic and interde-
pendent relationship between extreme moods and creative thoughts
and activities, such as increased motivation and divergent thinking,
implicated by previous research (Davis, 2009). Researchers have
queried the extent to which activating positive affect and elevated
confidence might contribute towards increased creative eminence
among bipolar samples (Eisner et al., 2008). Participants indicated
elevated confidence as propelling them toward creative accomplish-
ment. Some referred to related constructs such as perfectionism, a
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trait linked to BD (Spielberger, et al., 1963), and increased drive and
goal orientation, markers of risk of mania and associated with
diagnosed BD (Alloy and Abramson, 2010), which have been identified
as predictors of creative accomplishment (Feist, 1998). A further trait
associated with both BD and creativity which participants reported
was impulsivity (Swann et al., 2001), which could lead to non-
conventional output due to a willingness to take risks. Such approach
motivation and recklessness have been identified in previous research,
which implicate the role of a dysregulated goal-approach system, high
ambition and disinhibition in vulnerability to mania (Alloy and
Abramson, 2010). Participants cited these traits associated with BD
when explaining how they experienced creative activity as having an
effect on cognitive, affective and behavioural systems, illustrating the
mood-activating potential of creative activity and achievement.

The impact of fluctuating mood on capacities and abilities
throughout the creative process was considered by participants,
who collectively gave an impression that shifting alternate mood
states fuelled the creative process by offering them flexibility of
thought and contrasting perspectives to generate original ideas. That
divergent thinking arising from extreme moods was repeatedly
reported, consistent with findings that high scores on tests of
divergent thinking are robustly associated with psychopathology
including mood symptoms (Ma, 2009).

The findings affirm that creative activity can mediate mood
symptoms, and extend previous findings by suggesting that indivi-
duals with BD recognise the role of creativity in the regulation of
mood (De Petrillo and Winner, 2005). The current findings also offer
support for more long-lasting effects of creativity on well-being,
particularly with respect to sustainable positive changes arising from
adverse states or life events (Leckey, 2011). This is congruent with the
concept of ‘post-traumatic growth’ which describes reported changes
in outlook or characteristics (such as resilience) following adversity
(Tedechi et al., 2008). Generally, people with a mental health diagnosis
are expected to view their conditions as undesirable and damaging
(Slade et al., 2008), yet here, most participants valued their alternative
perspectives, drive, and energy. This corroborates research which has
focused on identifying the positive aspects of BD (Lobban, et al., 2012),
and might help explain why a large proportion of people with BD
would choose not to eradicate their symptoms (Parker, et al., 2012).

Participants powerfully portrayed that they valued their ability to
produce artworks which were perceived to be of worth, highlighting
the validating properties of creative expression. Such understanding
may be particularly important when considered in the context of
substantial evidence that mental health diagnoses can reduce self-
esteem (Rose and Thornicroft, 2010) and lead to internalised stigma
(Birchwood et al., 2000). Some participants felt that their creative
products and their identification with artistic types negated some of
this stigma, supporting previous research demonstrating that partici-
pants perceive initiatives such as community arts programmes as
useful in challenging their own and others' attitudes towards mental
health (Staricoff, 2004).

6. Limitations

We acknowledge that these participants are self-selecting. This
is problematic, given that many people who experience extreme
mood are not creative. These findings might be relevant to
understand the broader phenomenological relationships between
BD and creativity.

Our aim was to provide rich descriptions of the processes and
experiences underlying the links between BD and creativity that
have been previously suggested (Baas et al., 2008). IPA emphasises
in-depth understanding of experience, and therefore requires
fewer participants than alternative approaches. The extent to

which these findings can be generalised to other people with BD
requires further testing with larger samples.

Participants were required to be engaged in some form of creative
activity in which they were productive. It might have been prudent to
set a threshold, for example, writers are required to have published
work. However, accomplishment depends on factors external to
creative thought and it was felt such boundaries would not only be
arbitrary, but might exclude individuals who could usefully contribute
to the aims of the study. The process for identifying participants as
having BD also has limitations. A screening tool and self-report of a
clinical diagnosis may have resulted in participants taking part who
would not meet criteria for BD based on a full SCID interview,
although this is unlikely as formal clinical psychology doctoral and
SCID training was employed in conjunctionwith MDQ to ascertain the
presence or absence of moods meeting diagnostic criteria.

In line with previous findings (Lobban, et al., 2012), our findings
illustrate the demand for services to consider valued aspects of
extreme mood, beyond a typical negative focus. These findings might
have additional implications for understanding of treatment adher-
ence in BD which may be explicitly and usefully incorporated into
formulation and treatment (e.g. Crowe et al., 2011). However, the
findings also suggest that engaging in art can have an activating effect
on mood, and that these effects may differ depending on how affect is
experienced at different times for the same individual. An individua-
lised understanding of the types of activities that lead to feeling
excited as opposed to soothed is likely to be a conceptually and
practically useful aspect of formulation and intervention.

Further research is needed to explore factors which enhance the
use of creativity to manage mood in positive ways and reduce the
impact of BD, in contrast to factors which lead to a fuelling of the
manic process to the extent that the person is no longer able to be
creative.

7. Conclusion

This study offers insight into the phenomenology of creativity
in BD and suggests the reciprocal relationship between the two is
recognised and valued by individuals, wherein an upward spiral of
inspiration and drive maintains rewarding cycles. The specifics of
these cycles may be formulated with individuals to help modulate
their affect. Creative activity may soothe, or stimulate, and the
range of artistic practices available could be harnessed in clinically
useful ways.

The inclusion of creative activities in interventions has the
potential to facilitate self-management of mood. Moreover, some
of the negative effects of having a psychiatric diagnosis could be
tempered by interventions designed to support people in refram-
ing characteristics as positive attributes, and foster some of the
more valued aspects of BD (Mansell, 2007).

The current findings support those of related studies in which
researchers call for a broadened focus of research attention, and
clinical guidelines which emphasise activity, optimism and
empowerment (Galvez et al., 2011). There is potential for the use
of creative mediums to assist in these aims.
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